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Figure 1: A Simple Table and the Corresponding Relation

Abstract
The NP2 relational model has been widely accep ted
as one' the extensions of Codd's relational model
which better meet the requirements imposed by the
so-called non-standard database applications. The
manners in which the NF2 relational model has been
used so far are called standard ways of using the
model. In this paper some nOD-standard ways to use
the NF2 relation model are presented. Their common characteristics are analyzed and the concept of
"object motors" is introducecl for ~'new generation of
computer systems.

of

,1

Introduction

Because of its simplicity, Codd's relational model [9]
has got great success for supporting business applications. Generally. in these areas , a data unit is a simple tuple in a certain table and the fields (attributes)
of the tuple do Dot possess internal structure, which
meets exactly the first normal form (FNF) of the
model.
But also because of its simplicity, Codd's model
cannot sufficiently meet the requirements imposed
by the so-called non-standard dat abase applications,
such as office automation systems, geographical information systems, engineering information systems
supporting CAD/CAM , and knowledge base systems
for AI (artificial intelligence) applications and research . The objects to be managed in these applications are not simple [2, 4, 8, 10, 12, 13, 18, 35] .
Firstly, they may have complex internal structUre . Each object may consist hierarchically of several subobjects which consist of, in turn, several subsubobjects and so forth . Besides, one object may
be subobject of one or more other objects. Such
objects are also known as complex objects (CO)
[5, 11,24,25, 33]:
Secondly, the relationship between them may be
complex. Similar objects (w.r.t . properties or s tructure) may be regarded as an object class. A class
may have one or more superclasses and/or subclasses.
The s ubclasses may inherit behaviors and proporties

from their superclasses. Some similar classes may,
in turn, build a meta-class. FUrthermore, objects
may communicate with
other. Among others,
this sce';-a:rio is often called object-orientation (0 2 )
[3, 7, 17, 36]~ ,
"
-:Thirdly, they may be structurally too different
from each other and too dynamic to have a few static
schemas as in standard applications (D2) '
In order to model such objects, especially complex
objects (CO), quite a lot of effort has been spent to
extend Codd's relational model [I , 16, 20, 19, 27 , 15]
and[2 1, 33]. One of the widely accepted models
is the so-called NF2 (Non-First-Normal-Form) relational model, which is als9 called nested relational
model (on the one hand, negation is generally "npleasant, on the other hand, negation is often unsafe
in database terminology. But the term NF2 is more
pretty). The most important merit of the model is
that attributes of a tuple in a relation could be relations themselves, ~called. subrelations or relationvalued attributes.
The NF2 relational model has heen proposed not
only ~ a logical DB model for modeling tables whose
fields t hemselves could be tables [23]. but also as
a framework for physical database design even for
"fiat" relational DB's to improve the DBMS performance by materializing joins [34] . A characteristic
feature of the applications for which the model has
been designed is that many objects have the same or
similar structure, i.e. they possess the same schemas.
This is essentially the same way in which Codd's relational model has been used so far: corresponding
to each structure type there is a table of tuples. which
ha.ve the same structure. We call this way standard
way of using the NF2 relational model in this paper.
However, can one also model objects which are very
different from each other and have an arbitrarily deep
hierarchical or even recursive structure? It needs
some non-standard ways , or strange ways to use the
model. The objective of the paper is to present some
solutions for these non-standard modelling problem
using the NF2 relations and to stimulate some discussions.
The organization of the paper is as follows, In sec-

.am
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tion 2 the NF2 model is presented and the modelling
limitations are pointed out. Some strange ways to use
NF2 relations are described in section 3 through ex- Figure 2: An NF2 Relational Schema Tree and the
Relation (Table)
amples from the knowledge representation area. Section 4 is devoted to analyzing the essential merits of
the ways, from which the new concept "object mo- by Bancilhon et al. [4], there are some problems:
tors" (the most' strange way) is introduced. In section
5, one of the object motors , i.e. Horn-clause motor is
• The most expensive operations, i.e.
joins,
presented as an example to sketch the basic ideas.
are necessary to reconstruct hierarchical objects
from scattered parts in different relations;

2

Sta nda rd Ways of U sing the
NF2 Relationa l Model

In order to manage simple tables which are useful in
conunercial applications, Codd and others have developed the (normalized) relational data model. In a
database, each relation corresponds to a table, each
tuple of a relation corresponds to a record (an object)
in the corresponding table, and each attribute of a
tuple of a relation corresponds to a field of the corresponding record in the table. Because most fields
of the records are simple (elementary), the attributes
in the relational model are atomic (without internal
structure) . Corresponding to the template of a table
which determines the form of the records in the table,
there is something called relation schema which determines the form of the tuples in the relation. These excellent correspondence is the reason why the Codd's
relational model has obtained such a great success in
business applications. Here is an example:
Although there are some tables which are somehow
more complex, they are usually partitioned into several smaller tables and the tuples in the corresponding relations are related to each others by references
(or foreign keys) .
But in the so-called non-standard applications, objects are generally complex. Objects could be hierarchically structured. F:or example, a company consists of several departments. Each department (as
an object) has its administrational and technical staff
which attended some courses . Of course, such objects
could also be modeled with Codd's "fiat" relational
model, i.e. in firs t normal form. But as pointed out

• Artificial identifiers must be introdl'ced to- partition real world objects;
• Objects with missing values must be bandied
specially; and
• It is generally very difficult for usel; to rationally
partition or display hierarchical objects.

Among others, the NF2 relational model has b een
introduced to address these issues. An NF2 relation
can be considered as a table of complex records (tuples) . Each tuple can contain not only "atomic"
attributes, but also attributes which have internal
structure, i.e . they are relations themselves (the socalled subrelations). Each tuple of a subrelation (subtuple) may again have several atomic attributes and
"sub-"subrelations and so on. However, all tuples in
a relation, just as in Codd's relational model , obey
the same schema. That means, each tuple in the relation has the same numbers of atomic attributes and
"relation-valued" attributes, respectively. A subrela~
tion in the relation schema again has a unique sul>schema in all tuples, and so on . In the following figure
information about the company is stored in an NF2
relation, ~ an example.
The major characteristics of the ways (or applications) in which the relational models, " ot noly NF2
but also "fiat", have been used so far is that all
objects for ' a relation have the same structure, i.e.

tbe same schema. That means, the Dumber and the
type of tbe attributes (atomic and relation- valued )
are the same for tuples or subtuples in the corresponding position. For applications where objects
have same or similar structure, the NF2 model has
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gained quite a lot of attention (23). However, in many
non-standard applications, especially for AI, objects
may be much more complex than that: they are very
different from each other (without similar structure),
they are nested arbitrarily deep, they may share sub- .
objects and so OQ. Examples include representations OTtnru T-Narne Prmtrs2 BP.Name Prmtrs3 As-Heads
of Horn-clauses, or of a set of frames.
It seems as if the NF2 relational model is not apOTenn"
OTeMn" OH·CLAUSE
propriate to treat such objects, because in the ways
Figure 3: NF2 Relation Schema for Horn-Clauses
the Jt¥>del is used till now, there would be as many
relations as objects, which is impractical. Some nonstandard or strange ways must be found . Some of
subrelation Tenns contains all terms of the clause,
those will be sketched in the following section.
each one as a single subtuple. The atomic attribute
T-Name is the name of the term which might hold
either a function name, or a variable or a constant
3 Non-Standard Ways of
if the term is not a function. The sub-subrelation
Using the NF2 Relational Prmtr s2 contains the parameters of the term if the
term is a functioD, otherwise it is empty. The subModel
subtuples of Prmtrs2 are, in turn, the addresses of
3.1 Mapping Horn-Clauses to NF2 re- . the parameters in the subrelation Terms (arbitrarily
lations
.
deep hierarchical recursion!) . Each subtuple in the
subrelation Body stands for a predicate in the body
Generally, a Horn-clause is of tbe following form:
of the clause. The atomic attribute BP-N arne is the
name of the predicate and the subrelation Prmtrs3
Po(to .. ···, tOn) - P,(tu,.···' t'r)II ... IIPm(tm .....' tm.) .contains parameters of the predicate in a way similar
to Prm trsl and Prmtrs2. The additional subrelawh"':re Pi ,0 5 i 5 m ~e predicate symbols with retion As- Heads conta{ns the a~dresses of the clauses
spective arities. Po is the "head'" predicate of the
in the relation H-CLAUSE where this predicate is
clause and PI, ... , Pn are the "body'" predicates. The
used as head predicate. Since the subrelation Body
ti/S are terms which are defined as follows :
can contain arbitrary many subtuples, we can store
any Born-clause in our relation .
• A constant is a term;

relation. The basic ideas are:

74ms~

\

• A variable is a term;
• An n-ary function symbol with n terms as pa-

ratneteri is a term;

.

.• Nothing else is a term.
Assume that we have a set of Born-clauses. Although each predicate or function symbol has a certain arity, each term might have arbitrarily deep hierarchy. BeSides this, each body of a clause might contain an arbitrary number of predicates. Obviously,
there is few structural similarity between the clauses
which is, however, the very prerequirement to store
the objects in a few relations in the conventional manner. But in a strange way, we can use the NF2 model
to store an arbitrary set of clauses with arbitrarily
deep hierarchy and an arbitrary number of branches
even in one relation! The following is a mapping from
Horn-clauses to an NF2 relation:
.
Each tuple of H-CLAUSE stands for a Hornclaus.? in the set. The atomic attribute HP-Name
is the name of the head predicate. The subrelation Prmtrsl contains parameters of the head predicate. Each subtuple of Prmtrsl has only one atomic
attribute which holds the address of the parameter
(term) as a sub tuple in the subrelation Terms. The

3.2

/

I

Mapping Frames to NF2 relations

Quite probably becaUse M. Minsky (26) had defined
the concept "frames'" not precisely enough, with intention or not, it has made lots of people dream about
it, pleasant or heavy (6, 14, 29, 30, 31 , 32, 37) . We
imagine our frames simply as follows.
Each frame has a collection of slots which could
be either atomic slots, or other frames (frame slots).
The values of each slot might be controlled by various
condi tions. Each frame may occur as a value in one
or more other frames but not within itself, neither
directly nor indirectly.
. A set of similar frames can form a frame-class with
some common properties. A frame-class may have
one or more super-classes from which it can inherit
some properties. Each frame-class can also be subdivided inLo one or more subclasses, for which it is
then t he super-class. All frames together are called a
frames space.
Obviously, it is impossible to map such a frames
space to an NF2 relational database in the standard
manner. But in a strange way, it does work . The
following is a mapping (here we use only a very simplified version, the complete frames space, and its
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• Every "attribute" in the usual sense is treated
as a subtuple with two atomic attributes of a
certain subrelation. One attribute is the name
of the "attribute", and the other one hoJds its
value. The number of the attributes in a relation is fixed but the number of the subtuples of
a subrelation is not. Thus by transforming all
"attributes" in the usual sense to subtuples in
a certain subrelation, we eliminate the restric~
tion of a fixed number and name of attributes
in a relation schema. In other, more abstract
words, we solve the problems on the Y-axis with
solutions on the X-axis. Examples are the subrelations Prmtrsi (0 :'S i :'S 2), Terms, Body
in the relation H-CLAUSE and allsubrelations
in the relation FRAME. .

Figure 4: Mapping Frames to an NF2 Relation

~pping to I>T2 relational databases will be precisely
discussed in a forthcoming report) :
Each tuple in the relation FRAME presents a
frame with name Frm-Name which can be used 'as
an identifier of the frame. In the subrelation AtmSlots, each sUbtupie stands for an atomic slot with
AS-Name for its name and Value for its value. The
subrelation Frm-Slots contains all slots of the frame
(each as a subtuple) which again are frames. FSName is the name of the frame slot and OFRAME
• All hierarchical structures are represented by
is the address where the slot frame is stored as anseveral tuples or subtuples of the same relation or
other frame (tuple) in the relation FRAME. The
subrelation in the way that each tuple or subtu-·
subrelation Sup-Frms comprises all addresses of the
pIe describes only one layer of the hierarchy. The
tuples in FRAME which stand for the so-called class
depth of the hierarchy in a relation (schema) is
frames from which this frame inherits properties. If
fixed, bu ~ the number of tuples or subtuples is
the frame is an obju:t /rame, soinething like instance,
not. Tho. by transforming the hierarchical obthe subrelation Sub-Frms is empty.
ject into several tuples or subtuples, we eliminate
Both, class and object frames, are stored within
the limitation of a fixed depth of the hierarchy of
this relation. In the case of a class frame a tuple in
objects in a relation . That is, we solve problems
FRAME stands for a class frame with Frm-Name as
on the Z-axis wit h solutions on the X-axis. The
its name. The subrelation Atm-Slots (resp. Frmexcellent X-axis!
Slots) contains all atomic (resp. frame) slots which
• Because each tuple or subtuple presents only one
are common for all object frames belonging to this
layer of an object or subobject, it is somehow auframe class. The subrelation Sup-Frms (resp. Subtonomous. This implies that it may be "shared"
Frms) holds the addresses of the class frames (as tu'
between several superobjects. So our Y-axis has
pIes in the relation FRAME) which are superframe
solved the "sharing" -problem too, by transfomclasses (resp. subframe classes) of the actual frame
ing network structure into a hierarchical one.
class. From the superframe classes the actual frame
class inherits all porperties, i.e. slots, and to the subGenerally, we can map any object modeled with
frame classes it propagates its properties.
any known data model to one NF2 relation using this
Obviously, this is a very very brief sketch of the approach.
whole frame story and there is no real system which
uses such a simple frame concept. But here- we did
not want to give a complete discusssion of a complex 4.2 The Most Strange Way to Use
Something: Throw it A way and
frame concept. It was more important to present the
basic ideas. In the next section we analyze this apbirth of Object Motors
proach in further detail.
Earlier, we analyzed data objects from a structural
point of view and according to the structural similar.
4 The Most Strange Way to itg , they were grouped into several classes. For each
class we extracted an object schema for the relation
Use the ' NF2 Relational where the objects would be stored. But now, the objects become more and more different from each other
Model
so that we would have as many schemas as objects.
4.1 Analyzing the Basic Ideas of the Naturally, this does not work. However, if we observe the meta-structural similarity of aU object, we
Mappings
suddenly note that we can now pack the entire world
In the last section we have seen that it is possible (our object space) into one relation! From chaos to
to store a set of very different objects in one single order, from one extreme to another.
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If .we can map the entire world into only one NF2
relation, that is, there is only one schema on earth.
do we need the schema at all?! If we wou ld not need
the schema, what would we need the whole NF2 relational· data model for?! Is it not astonishing that we
have gone from using the NF2 model to solve some
problems and it has worked very well, but all of a
sudden, the answer is that we could throw the NF2
model away and it works even better! From order to
chao's, from one extreme to another once again!
On the other band. if we have only one schema
for all objects, we could code all information about
the one and only schema, which is not much at all,
into the program, or even more, we could implement
it .in hardware. So we could have a very compact,
efficient mechanism to handle all objects (at least in
a branch). The resulting implementation could be
called an OBJECT MOTOR!
For management of our knowledge in any areas
with a computer, we must select an appropriate
framework to represent it, e.g. predicate logic, or
frames, or production systems, or one of the semantic
networks, just as we have to select a .certain programming language to code our algorithms, e.g. Algol, or
Fortran, or Pascal, or C, or SmaUtalk. Though for
some tasks, pr.edicate logic is more appropiate than
frames to represent the"knowledge or conversely, there
are hardly any significant syntactical differences between predicate logic (or frames) for medicine and
for machine production, just as there are hardly any
significant syntactical differences in the programming
language C in medicine and in machine production.
Therefore, for each framework with a strict, widely
accepted definition we can make a motor, e.g. a
"frame motor", a "Horn-clause motor", or a "concept motor" for KL-ONE [7]. If we want to represent
our knowledge i~ one of the frameworks, we can use
the respective motor to manage and manipulate it.
In the next section we sketch a "Horn-clause motor"
as an example.

5

One of the Object Motors:
Horn-Clause Motor

In subsection 3.1 we gave a general definition of Hornclauses. This defIDition is widely accepted independent from the knowledge areas where Horn-clauses
are used. Through the so-called NFf-analysis we
have obtained a NF2 schema of Horn-clauses in "Figure 3. According to the NF2 schema, the physical
layout of every tuple (Horn-clause) is fixed .
Fot instance, before HP-Name , T-Name , BP-Name
one byte is used respectively for giving the length of
the names (as string) and before Prmtrsi (0 :S i :S
2), Terms, Body and As-Heads one byte is used
respectively for giving the number of the subtuples

in the subrelations. The lengths of tlTerms and @DCLA USE are fixed, e.g. two and four bytes, respectively. Now, one clause physically looks as follows:
LHPN HP-Name NPI @Terms ... @Terms
NT LTN T-Name NP2 @Terms ·... @Terms .
LTN T-Name NP2 @Terms ... @Terms
NB LBPN BP-Name NP3 tlTe rms ... @Terms
HASH tlD-CLA USE ... tlD-CLA USE ...
LBPN BP-Narne tlTerms ... @Terms
HASH @D-CLAUSE .. . tiD-CLAUSE
where LHPN, LTN's and LBPN's give the' lengths
of the following names respectively and NPI, NP2's,
NP3's, NT, NB and NASH's give the numbers of suI>tuples of the following subrelations, respectively.
We call such a string an entry. Since the inner
structure of the entry is fixed, each field of the e"try
can be addressed and interpreted in a fixed manner.
For example, we always get the address of the first
T-Name as follows:
.
A dd + 1 +LHPN + I+NPI x 2+ 1+ I
where Add is the address of the entry.
Our Horn-clause motor is built on such a fixed
J?tructure and it can interpret every field of every entry in a fixed manner. In other words, the users can
apply the motor on entries to use or manipulate them
as if they would use a microscope on things invisible.
Now, it is not longer neccessary to look up describtions in catalogs since the motor knows everything in
advance. Therefore. it works very fast and it is also
obvious that the representation utilizes the storage
very efficiently.
.
For a certain framework of the knowledge representation. some operations are typi~al and important
while others are not. For instance, with Horn-clauses
it is more typical to access a body predicate with all
parameters, or all addresses of the clauses where the
body predicate is head predicate, than to get all @HCLAUSE's within a certain interval. Such typical
operations can be coded into the motor as integrated
standard operations in addition to the elementary operations.
With such a mechanism, users write down their
knowledge not according to some relation schemas
but according to the grammar (syntax) of the respective framework used for the representation of the
knowledge. The Input, e.g. Horn-clau~, is syntactically tested (if no syntax-oriented editor has been
used) and then stored in the database. For using the
knowledge, the entries are fetched from the database
and then the object motor can use the entries.
Finally. it is worth pointing out that all conventional database technologies at the page level can
still be applied. For example in the extensible DBMS
"DASDBS" [28]. the CRM (complex record manager)
is replaced oy an object motor and the SSM (staole
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storage manager) can-still be used by the object motor. A complete design of an object motor will be
presented in a forthcoming report.

6

Conclusion

To meet the properties of objects in ncin,standard
database applications I i.e.
CO 2

+ D2

the paper has studied some ways in which the NF2 relational model can be used. Fil1"t, the standard ways
using flat and NF2 relations were presented and the
limitations in the treatment of complex objects were
pointed out. Then with two examples, i.e. Hornclauses and frames, the non-standard ways to use·
the NF2 model have been demonstrated. After that,
the essential ideas and techniques were described, the
essence of the approach was pointed out and the con..,
cept of objeci motors was introduced. Finally, the
Horn-clause motor, ODe of the object motors. was decribed to demonstrate the basic ideas.
Note that this approach is suggested to apply only
for object spaces where the objects are very different
from each.other ,e.g. in the AI area. Other issues like
access to such objects is discussed in [22], mapping a
query language to such internal representations etc.
will be discussed in future.
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